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Shunting with zedas®cargo digitally and for all players at a glance
Perfectly shunted train by train thanks to IT

ZEDAS Advertorial
tasks, as time-consuming arrangements
are noticeably reduced. Staff, locomotives and wagons are used much more
efficiently.

partners receive all the necessary
wagon and freight information even
before the train departs.
Individualised and standardised
reports and statistics such as brake
sheets, train and track lists can be accessed quickly and from anywhere.
Key figures and analyses provide
sound information for business and
process optimisation.

Highlights

Dispatching & shunting from A-Z
For smooth processes, status messages and wagon and freight data are
imported into zedas®cargo via
standardised interfaces before the arrival of a train. Wagon recognition
systems and track scales can also be
controlled.
In zedas®cargo, the dispatcher
effectively plans and monitors shunting orders. The shunter processes
transport orders via an app and reports them back. A digital track plan
(Fig. 2) visualises the current wagon
locations. Customers and loading
points are integrated just-in-time into
the logistics processes. Dispatchers
can thus better focus on their core

All employees involved are supported in dispatch processing, train formation and the creation of freight documents. Shunting services are fully
documented and automatically used for
invoicing. Customers and transport

• Highly efficient and smooth
control of shunting operations
• Seamless collaboration with
charging points & customers
• Transparent, complete documentation and accounting
• Meaningful management information
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Specialised logistics software supports works railways, port railways and
shunting service providers in effectively planning, controlling and invoicing rail transports. The transport
of the "last mile" is managed reliably
and quickly thanks to IT support.
For this, customers, dispatchers
and shunters need secure access to
all current process data. The prerequisites for this are a mobile solution for shunting personnel and a
web platform for customers. The
industry solution zedas®cargo offers
all this.

